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Abstract 
We introduce a method for calculating rational interpolants when some (but not necessarily all) of their poles are 
prescribed. The algorithm determines the weights in the barycentric representation of the rationals; it simply consists in 
multiplying each interpolated value by a certain number, computing the weights of a rational interpolant without poles, 
and finally multiplying the weights by those same numbers. The supplementary cost in comparison with interpolation 
without poles is about (v + 2)N, where v is the number o f  poles and N the number of interpolation points. We also give 
a condition under which the computed rational interpolation really shows the desired poles. 
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1. The problem 
For any two given integers m, n f> 0 we will denote by ~m.n the set of all rational functions with 
numerator degree ~< m and denominator degreee ~< n. 
Let Zo,Zl,... ,ZN be N + 1 distinct points (nodes) in C, f0 , f l , . . .  , fN be corresponding values in C. 
The (classical) rational interpolation problem is the following: given m and n with m + n---N, find 
r = p/q E ~ls.n such that 
r(Zk)=fk,  k = 0(1)N. (1) 
It is well known that one may assume, without loss of generality, that n<<.m (see, e.g., [18, 6] and 
the literature cited there). 
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We are concerned here with the problem of computing rational interpolants with prescribed poles, 
i.e., of finding 
r=p/qE~m,n+v, m+n=N,  n+v<<.N, (2) 
such that (1) is satisfied and r has v prescribed poles (counting multiplicities). In the last decade, 
a significant number of articles (e.g., [19, 9, 14, 8]) have been devoted to this problem. However, 
most of this work merely covers the case where all the poles are prescribed, i.e., where n = 0 and 
therewith q is basically known. The aim of the present work is to show how even the more general 
problem of finding r as in (2) can, in general, be easily solved in the framework of the barycentric 
representation f the interpolant. 
Every rational interpolant r E ~N,N can, indeed, be written in its barycentric form [4, 5] 
A = - , uk  ~ C .  (3 )  zk= 0 --zk / = z--zk 
Multiplying all the so-called weights uk by a constant different from 0 does not affect r, and N 
conditions are sufficient for determining the vector u of the weights [6]. Barycentric formulae exist 
for many interpolants, from polynomials [11, 7] to trigonometric interpolants [16, 17, 11, 1, 12], 
SINC-interpolants [2] or H2-interpolants [3]. They have many advantages, e.g., their extreme sta- 
bility in the vicinity of the nodes and their ability to point to the possible presence of unattainable 
points [18, 6]. Their evaluation requires a mere C(N) operations once the weights are known. 
We will now suppose that P poles of the denominator are prescribed and denote them by 
z*, j = 1 .. . .  ,P, and their multiplicity by vj (all z* should be different from the nodes zk). If the 
interpolant exists, then its denominator will contain as a factor the polynomial 
d(z) :=a H (z - zi*) ~, 
i=1 
a :# 0 C C arbitrary. 
Since the degree of the denominator of r as in (3) should be ~<N we must, in general, have 
v = ~je l  vj ~<N-  n, a condition already mentionned in (2). Let 
dk:=d(zk), k = 0(1)N, (4) 
be the values of d at the nodes. Then the part of r remaining to be determined, 
r*(z) = p*(z)/q*(z) = r(z)d(z) E ~m,n, m >>.n, 
must take the values 
r*(zk)=gk, gk:~-fk.dk, k---- 0(1)N, (5) 
at the nodes. Accounting for the difficulties of unattainable points and/or multiple solutions we are 
left with the following problem [6]: 
(R) Find the unique r* C ~m*,,* with m* + n* =N, n* <.m*, that satisfies the interpolation condi- 
tions (5) with n* <<.n as large as possible. 
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The barycentric weights bk of r* can be found by any of the two methods in [18] or [6]. The 
latter finds the vectors b of the weights as the kernel of the matrix 
A := 
1 1 1 . . .  1 
Zo zl z2 • • • ZN 
. . .  
: : : : 
m*--I m*--I m*--I m*--I 
Zo z l  z2 • . .  z N 
go g l  02 " " " ON 
gOZo g lZ1 g2z2 " • " gNZN 
goz 2 glz~ g2z 2 . . .  gNZ2N 
: : : : 
goz;" ' . . .  g zT(-' 
2. The barycentric weights of the interpolant with prescribed poles 
The problem is now to determine the weights u of r in (3). For that purpose, note that a denom- 
inator of r is given as a function of the weights b of r* by 
N N bk , 
q(z) : d(z) ( (z)  ~ z --- zk 
k=0 j=0 
and takes at the nodes the values (see (9) in [6]) 
q(zk)=dk bk / f i  • - - ,  wk : :  1 (zk - -  z i ) .  (6) 
Wk / i=O, i~k 
Using the formula for the interpolating polynomial [11, p. 237] we see that 
N 
q(z)=E(z)  ~ wk dkbk, 
k=0 Z - -  Z k W k 
which implies that the barycentric weights of the r with denominator q are given by 
uk : dk" bk. (7) 
Altogether we have the following results. 
Theorem. I f  some r E ~m,,+~, n <~ m <<. N, n + v <~ N, exist with r(zk ) = fk, k = 0(1 )N, and with poles 
of  order vj at the points Z*, J : I(1)P, then one of  these r is given by (3) with uk =dkbk. On 
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the other hand, i f  
N 
k=0 i#j 
then r(z) as in (3) with uk =dkbk has a pole at z*. 
(8) 
Proof. The first assertion has already been shown. For the second, recall that one has a pole at z~ 
iff lim2_.,; r(z) = 0¢. But 
where 
~k bk rxi4j (zk - z; )fk 
l im r(z) = Ek bk I-Ii4y (zk - zT) ' (9) 
v--1 P 
1 ~s Z v - l -E  
i~j d=0 j=l 
and the sje are the symmetric formulae of the roots z*, j # d: 
SjO "~--- 1, 





v--1 [ k ~ - ( -  1 bkz  
d=0 
of (9) vanishes, for the conditions ~k bkzik = 0, i-----0(1 )v -- 1, are precisely those which guarantee 
that the denominator f r* has degree ~<N - v, see [6, (16a)]. [] 
The very last fact in the proof implies that if the numerator itself has degree ~<N-  v then the 
conditions (8) are not satisfied, meaning that r(z) cannot be guaranteed to display the prescribed 
poles. This can reflect the fact that there is no r ~ ~u,u interpolating the values fk and possessing 
the desired poles. For example, there is no r ~ 1 in ~N,~, interpolating the values fk - 1 for all k, 
since every r as in (3) with constant fk's is this same constant for all choices of uk's. This is all 
reasonable from an approximation point of view. Whether condition (8) is necessary or not for the 
presence of a pole at z* is an open question. 
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The above-results lead us to suggest the following algorithm for finding r E ~m*,n*+v (if it exists) 
satisfying the interpolation conditions (1) and displaying the poles z*. 
Algorithm 
Step 1. Compute the values dk := l--[~:l (Zk --Z*) vj as in (4); 
Step 2. Solve the rational interpolation problem (R) for the barycentric weights b of r* interpo- 
lating the values gk given in (5); 
Step 3. Compute the weights uk :=dk-bk of r as in (7). 
The difference with rational interpolation i barycentric form without poles is just the computation 
of the dk's (v(N + 1) flops) and their multiplication by the fk's and bk's (N + 1 flops each). The 
extra cost is therefore about (v+2)(N+ 1) flops. This is negligible in comparison with the (9(n 3 +m 2) 
flops required for the computation of b [18, 6]. 
3. Examples 
Example 1. Let n*----0. Then r* is the polynomial of degree ~<N interpolating the 
values gk in (5); thus bk =wk for all k and uk =dkwk: in order to add (if this is possible) up 
to N poles to the polynomial of degree ~<N interpolating between N + 1 points one simply has 
to multiply each barycentric weight by the corresponding value of d. Note that if all nodes are 
real and one pole (or another odd number of poles) is inserted between two consecutive 
nodes z¢ and z¢+1, and if none of these poles is a zero of p*, then the multiplication of the bk's 
by the dk's in Step 3 renders u¢ and u:+~ of the same sign, in agreement with the property of 
the signs of consecutive uk's when an odd number of poles are present between them 
[18,p. 290,6]. 
Example 2. If n+v>~N, one must keep some factors of d outside the barycentric part of r. An 
important case where this can happen is the problem of best approximation of a linear functional 
in H 2, where "best" means that the norm of the error functional should be minimal. It turns out [15, 
13] that this best approximation is given since every functional L by L f  ±, where f± is a rational 
function independent ofL. f l  is the interpolant of the fk's having its poles at every z* := 1/~, zj ~ 0: 
f±  has N + 1 poles if none of the z*'s is zero, N otherwise. 
In order to avoid treating separately the case where one of the zk vanishes, we shall write the 
linear factors in d(z) as 1 -~z .  Let zN be (one of) the zk's with minimal modulus, so that zN = 0 
iff 0 is among the zk's. Then we take 
N-1  
d(z):= 1-I(1-~iiz), dk:=d(zk) 
i=0  
and solve the problem (R) as in Example 1 for the function f(z)(1 -~--~Nz) and the poles z~', * • . .  ,ZN_  1 • 
This yields directly, i.e., without he detour over the Golomb-Larkin formula [10, 13], the barycentric 
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expression 
N 
fX (z )  = 1 ~k=0 (dkwk/(z -- zk))fk(1 -- ~uZk) 
1 ~-ffNZ N -  k=0 (d :k / ( z  - zk))  
which is equivalent to (2.6) in [3]. If ZN=0 then this reduces to (3) with uk=dkwk. See [3] for 
computational details and numerical examples. 
Example 3. n* = 1: Here the bk's are given (up to a constant factor) by [6] 
g[zi, {Z:, : ~ i,k}] l--[:~i,k (zi - z:) 
bk = 
g[zk, {Z:, : ¢ i,k}] 1-I:¢/,k (zk - z:) '  
where zi is any of the nodes for which the divided differences in the denominators are all different 
from zero, and where {zj, j ¢ i, k} denotes the set of all nodes which are different from zi and zk. 
Thus, here also the bk's can be computed in (P(N 2) operations. 
Example 4. With increasing n* one will have to resort to a numerical method for determining the 
bk's. In our computations we used our own algorithm [6] and applied it first to the same examples 
as in that article for the sake of comparison. All computations were performed with MATLAB on 
a Macintosh Powerbook 180. 
We have first checked the method with the Bulirsch-Rutishauser xample [7, p. 288] and pre- 
scribed the pole at 0. As expected, the result with n = 0 is about the same as with n = 1 and with 
no pole fixed. 
Next, we have experimented with the function f (x )= el/(x+l'2)/(1 q-25X 2) and its essential singu- 
larity at x =-  1.2 by prescribing the simple poles at ±0.2i. We have estimated the maximum error 
] ] r -  f l [~ by considering the 1000 equally spaced points 
5 #-110 
x :=-~+ 999 4 '  :=1(1)1000,  
on the interval [ -~, ~] and computing the maximal absolute value of the error at those x: lying 
in [-1, 1]. Since the maximal error arises in the neighborhood of the left extremity of [ -1,  1], we 
have also computed the error at x=-0 .05 ,  where the rounded exact value is 2.24552780401873. 
In Table 1, interpolation with and without he poles are compared for equidistant points. This reveals 
that the improvement brought by the poles, though significant, is limited to low interpolant degrees. 
This is probably due to the fact that the interpolant without prescribed poles can better and better 
locate the poles as it is given more and more information on f .  
In Table 2, the same computations are presented for Cheby~ev points of the second kind; again, 
the improvements are significant merely for small values of N. 
In contrast o equidistant points, for Cheby~ev points there is no phenomenon of Runge and the 
interpolating polynomial (i.e., n = 0) converges toward f .  Table 3 displays again the results with 
and without the two poles. Since here the maximal error is taken near the center of the interval, we 
display the error at x=-0 .95 ,  where the rounded exact value is 2.31716286612814. The comparison 
shows that the precision for small N is not improved, the convergence toward f as N increases is 
however significantly accelerated. 
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Table 1 
Errors at x = -0.05 and -0.95 of interpolation of f(x) = el/(x+l2)/(1 + 25x 2) between equidistant 
points on [ -1 ,  1], with and without prescribed poles 
N n ]lr - fllo~ x = -0.05 
No poles prescribed Poles prescr. No poles prescribed Poles prescr. 
3 1 8.54e + 2 1.46 1.52 2.02e - 2 
7 3 7.68e - 1 3.54e - 2 1.48e - 2 1.79e - 8 
15 7 2.73e - 5 1.72e - 5 4.00e - 15 4.89e - 15 
31 15 1 .85e-8  3 .82e-8  2 .22e-15 1.95e - 14 
63 31 4.85e - 5 l . l l e  - 5 0.0 4.44e - 16 
Table 2 
Same as Table 1, but for Cheby~ev points of the second kind 
N n l it - f l l~  
No poles prescribed Poles prescr. 
x = -0.05 






1 8.72e ÷ 2 4 .51e-  1 1.80 5 .37e-  2 
3 4.51e - 1 1.50e - 2 4.25e - 1 2.89e - 7 
7 5.75e - 7 5.56e - 7 8.39e - 13 2.13e - 14 
15 7 .35e-  13 3 .56e-  13 0.0 0.0 
31 1.67e- 13 8 .13e-  14 3.1 le -  15 8 .88e-  16 
Table 3 
Errors of polynomial interpolation of f (x )= el/(x+l2)/(1 + 25x 2) between Chebygev points on 
[ -1 ,  1], with and without prescribed poles 
N lit - f l lo~ x = -0.95 
No poles prescribed Poles prescr. No poles prescribed Poles prescr. 
3 2.92 2.35e + 1 2.62 3.06 
7 1.27 6.91 6 .47e-  1 7 .64e-  1 
15 2.38e - 1 4.74e - 1 4.84e - 2 5.50e - 2 
31 9.26e - 3 7.50e - 4 1.05e - 4 3.04e - 5 
63 1.60e - 5 3.06e - 10 3.20e - 7 2.46e - 11 
127 4 .78e-  11 9 .77e-  15 5 .14e-  13 1.33e- 15 
We have  used  the in terpo lat ing  po lynomia l  also for  Runge 's  funct ion  f (x )= 1/(1 +25x  2) between 
16 equ id is tant  po ints  and let the prescr ibed  po les  approach  the exact  ones  by  choos ing  them succes -  
s ive ly  as z'1,2 :=  t (0 .2  + 10-~) i ,  6 = 1(1)13.  The  approx imat ion  error  IIr - f]]o~ decreases  l inear ly  
f rom 1.04 × 10 -1 to 9.05 × 10 -14, wh ich  shows  that qu i te  a prec ise  knowledge  o f  the pos i t ion  o f  the 
po les  is necessary  for  a good  approx imat ion .  
F ina l ly ,  we  have  exper imented  w i th  f (x )= Ixl and equ id is tant  po ints  by  prescr ib ing  po les  on  the 
imag inary  axis. Wi th  N=63,  n=31,  e.g.,  p lac ing  po les  at +0.3 i  shr inks  Nr -  f l ]o~ mere ly  f rom 
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5.04 × 10 -3 to 4.76 × 10-3: For nondifferentiable functions, prescribing poles does not seem to bring 
too much improvement to the quality of  the approximation. 
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